4. Looking into the future. What’s your direction, destiny, future?
When you reach the main road turn right and walk along Deansgate
keeping The Hilton/Beetham Tower, on your right.
Cross over the road at the crossing remaining on the same side of Deansgate .
To the right, you will see some steps going up behind Deasgate shops. Turn your
headset to channel A and contiinue up the steps. At the top of the steps you will
find benches for you to rest a while, relax and listen to the next Spirit Walk.
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5. Time to fly! Sending, soaring, no limits!
Walk to the end of the alley way and you will find steps on your left hand side.
Go down these and turn your headset to Channel B.
At the bottom of the steps turn right, along Deansgate. After a a few minutes
you’ll see some arches on your right. Go through these towards Bar 38.
There is a grass Amphitheatre. Sit on the steps of the Amphitheatre, turn you
headset to Channel A and listen to the final Spirit Walk.

Once you have finished turn your head set to Channel B and walk to the top end
of the amphitheatre, in the opposite direction from where you came, and walk up
back to Manchester Central.
Return your headphones to the Spirit of Life Stand in Manchester Central

Watch out for the next SpiritWalk coming in May 2011
For more info and SpiritWalk downloads, please go to our website
www.spiritwalk.net
www.frunt.info
info@spiritwalk.net
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1. Embryonic Phase:
The embryo is the beginning of human life and so the beginning of this walk is
fittingly known as the embryonic phase.
It prepares your mind, body and spirit to journey through this urban Spirit Walk.

Listening Points
Manchester Central
The GMEX

Manchester
Central
Main Exit

5.

Canal Side
Rain Bar
Whitworth Street
Pitcher and Piano

AMC
Cinemas

Start with the stone in your hand and listen to the first Spirit
Walk. Then turn your head set from Channel A to channel B.
Turn right out of Manchester Central, across the main road
towards the Bridgewater Hall. Stand by the big stone and contemplate what you’d like your small stone to represent. Then
walk down the steps. Throw your stone into the Canal Basin!
2. Let it Rain! A time of letting go of past hurts, of
soaking, and of refreshing rain.
Keep the Bridgewater Hall on .your right and walk
round the canal. Go under the Canal bridge and see
The Rain Bar on the left.
Stand by the lock and turn your head set to
Channel A. Listen to the Spirit Walk.
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3. A New Era! A transition, new life stage,
new journey, and changing environment.
Begin to walk right around the corner and
cross the curved bridge, turning your head
set to Channel B. Walk down the canal on
Canal
the left hand side, under the bridge and
Basin
walk up the steps on the left hand side.
. Turn your head set to Channel A .

Rain
Bar

2.

Continue along the main road by The
Pitcher and Piano and listen to the next
Spirit Walk.
When you’ve finished this Spirit Walk
turn head set to Channel B and
continue walking down towards
Deansgate. (continues overleaf)

